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ABSTRACT
The realization that software has a far reaching impact on
politics, society and the environment is not new. However,
only recently software impact has been explicitly described
as ‘systemic’ and framed around complex social problems
such as sustainability. We argue that ‘wicked’ social problems are consequences of the interplay between complex economical, technical and political interactions and their underlying value choices. Such choices are guided by specific sets
of human values that have been found in all cultures by extensive evidence-based research. The aim of this paper is to
give more visibility to the interrelationship between values
and SE choices. To this end, we first introduce the concept
of Values-First SE and reflect on its implications for software development. Our contribution to SE is embedding
the principles of values research in the SE decision making
process and extracting lessons learned from practice.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.9 [Management]: Software Process Models; K.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Social Issues; D.2.1 [Requirements/
Specifications]: Elicitation methods

General Terms
Management, Design, Human Factors, Theory.

Keywords
agile methods, action research, design thinking, values theory, socially conscious software

1.

INTRODUCTION

The 2015 diesel car emissions scandal, a “complete abdication of law and social responsibility” [24], has attracted public condemnation, likely massive financial penalties, public
image damage, and software professionals’ outrage. Ethics
and software rarely make headlines as they both seem to be
difficult to grasp: one covers the “mushy stuff” that human
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values are made of [31], the other is often hidden, concealed,
and immaterial. However, when the ‘code’ is breached,
ethics and software suddenly become a public story, text
book material, and “engineering history in the making” [24].
Feenberg, reflecting on the ten paradoxes of technology, argues that “what is most obvious is most hidden” [13]. Likewise the values embedded into software are often invisible
and taken for granted, except when the catastrophic consequences of their breach manifest.
The aim of this paper is to give more visibility to the interrelationship between values and Software Engineering (SE)
choices. We do so by drawing on findings from evidencebased values research [10, 36, 37] that has identified, quantified and mapped basic human values across all cultures.
To this end, we first introduce the concept of ‘Values-First
SE’ and reflect on its implications to software development.
Values-First SE explicitly uses human-values as a reference
framework for decisions making at key stages of software development: from project planning to requirement capture,
from system development to reflection on its impact.
Our contribution to SE is embedding the principles of values research [10, 36, 37] in the SE decision making process
and extracting lessons learned from practice. In particular
we reflect on Values-First SE implications on the planning,
design, and development of Snap, a digital health wearable
for anxiety reflection and management. We conclude with
reflections on the transferability and the broader implications of a Values-First approach in SE.
Definitions - Values represent our guiding principles influencing our decision-making processes as groups, individuals, and organizations [8, 36]. Ethics describes a generally accepted set of moral principles, and “addresses any
intentional action that impacts negatively or positively the
lives and values of others” [21]. In other words, ethics provides moral guidance through principles; morals describe the
goodness or badness of actions; values describe what an individual or a group thinks is valuable or important [18, 1].
Clarifications - There is a constant interplay between
values, morals and ethics [45], making it challenging to study
values in isolation. For example, Friedman’s Value Sensitive
Design (VSD) “emphasizes values with an ethical import”
[20]; similarly, Van Den Hoven focuses on ethics and engineers’ “moral overload” [45]. Instead, this paper highlights
the importance of a value mapping process that is independent from moral judgements: one that allows to systematically unearth all the values in a project, their potential
conflicts and relations. In other words,Values-First SE aims

to capture values structures before judging what values may
be right or wrong.
Motivation - The realization that billions of lives depend
on software systems is not new, and has since led many in
computing “to wrestle with the ethical impact of their daily
decisions and the values embedded therein” [21] and to work
hard towards the codification of software Ethics [22]. Similarly, the realization that software has a far reaching impact
on the environment, society, politics and economy is not new
[18, 44]. However, only recently software impact has been
explicitly described as ‘systemic’ [12], and framed around
the concept of sustainability and its long-term implications
[2]. Much effort has since been made into seeking a “common ground” and a “shared language” [2] not only to bring
sustainability to the SE community attention but also to
embed it in SE practice through standards [34].
Challenge - Complex concepts such as sustainability, differently from the “emergent” [34] nature of ‘Safety’ and ‘Security’ requirements, call for long term, systemic thinking.
We argue that by trying to reduce them to standards, the
risk is that complex issues will be either dismissed or reduced
to regulations that inadequately capture their complexity.
In line with Cabot et al. [7], we argue that complex ‘wicked’
problems [12] such as sustainability should be treated as a
“softgoals”, not as functional requirements.
Approach - We contend that sustainability is a consequence, not a departure point of values-sensitive choices.
Such choices are guided by specific sets of values that have
been codified and found in all cultures [37]. Our approach
is to integrate principles of values research to SE practice,
reflect on its impact, and plan its next course of action. To
do so, we combine action research [14, 26] with design thinking techniques [33], circular economy principles [6, 42], and
agile development practice [31, 38]. We argue that a deep
insight into human values combined with practice can offer
some powerful tools to start tackling wicked problems by
supporting long-term thinking through reflection, and offering alternative conceptual framings to our actions [29].

2.

RELATED WORK

Our work draws on “within and beyond the software community” [2]; we focus on the role of values within SE, by
looking at SE Ethics [21], SE Economics [4, 3, 27] and Sustainable SE [2, 34], and Values Sensitive Design in ICT [18,
45]. We also look beyond SE by drawing on values research
[10, 36] and principles of Circular Economy [23, 42, 43].

2.1

SE Ethics and Values Systems

Gotterbarn states that “technical decisions should be consciously guided by values” [21], Friedman [18] and Van den
Hoven [44] speak of ‘intentionality’. The words “consciously”
and “intentional” are key: any decision, including technical ones, are de-facto driven by values. The missing part
of the argument is what values drive such decisions. Values need to be formally characterised to lead to valuesconscious decisions and actions: over the years, values research has identified and categorized a number of universal
human values worldwide [36, 37]. Most importantly, extensive research, as reported in [28], has found that rather than
occurring randomly, these values are related to each other:
some tend to go together, others tend to be opposed as Figure 1 shows. For example, people who identify strongly with
Self-enhancing or extrinsic values (e.g. personal ambition)

Figure 1: Schwartz’s values system as a circumplex.
The ten groups of values are divided along two axes:
Self-enhancement vs. Self-transcendence; Openness
to Change vs. Conservation. Adapted from [37].
tend not to identify with Self-transcending or intrinsic values (e.g. mutual help). In addition, several independent
studies [28] suggest that intrinsic values are correlated with
sustained pro-environmental behavior and extrinsic values
are negatively correlated with these behaviors.
The fact that extrinsic and intrinsic values sit on ‘opposite’ quadrants, does not mean they are mutually exclusive,
however their co-occurrence is likely to challenge the decision making process. Research on universal values is not
primarily concerned about morals (i.e. no value can be said
to be ‘good’ or ‘bad’ per se’): it is concerned about the
interrelationships between values and how they affect decisions. Principles of values research have been applied to
several domains from health staff recruitment [32] to NGO
marketing campaigns design [9, 10]. Embedding the principles of Schwartz values theory in SE will not stop people
from breaking rules and standards, but its clear taxonomy,
could be embedded in goal-oriented techniques [7] and help
values-conscious SE practitioners to more quickly identify
and respond to values divergences in software development.

2.2

Sustainable SE and Circularity

Sustainable SE calls for a joined up, interdisciplinary approach and long term systems thinking [12]. The Circular
Economy (CE) approach is a thinking framework that considers economy as a network of systems that transform resources (e.g. actual material, energy) and feeds them back
into a closed loop. It draws from a number of regenerative
‘no-waste’ industrial design practices which develop products as services that are “economically strong, socially beneficial, and ecologically intelligent” [6]. CE is not new: introduced in the mid seventies [42], it has been popularised by
McDonough and Braungart’s ‘Cradle to Cradle’ approach
to design [6] and adopted in large-scale economy systems
such as China’s [43]. Of particular relevance for SE is the
emergent consideration of the role of software in CE. For
example, a recent Green Alliance report [23], highlights the
role of software in smart devices’ sustainable design in a
number of areas, including: promoting software longevity
support through the extension of software upgrade guaran-

tees; supporting the development of second life firmware for
older recycled phones; facilitating hardware self-diagnostics
for better use and reuse of smart devices; cloud off-loading
through ‘servitisation’ of functionality.
However, any technology intervention can have unexpected
and often unforeseeable effects: even a sustainably designed
technology may still lead to undesirable consequences to individuals and society at large [1]. For example, cloud offloading and servitization could further lock users into corporate values-chains as previous research has found [11]. Alternatives such as community cloud computing [30] could be
hence explored. We argue that the application of values systems principles can make SE Ethics more actionable, whilst
industry CE practices can offer valuable insights into the
role of software in sustainable SE practices.

2.3

Value-based and Values-First SE

Values-First SE is different from Value-based SE (VBSE)
in that the former builds on values research [36] and sees values as what drives SE decisions. VBSE, instead, is founded
on SE Economics principles [3, 27] and sees value as ‘what
software is worth’ [27]. Similarly to Boehm’s non-neutrality
of ‘value’, we argue that ‘human values’ are not neutral:
they do have different qualities (e.g. intrinsic or extrinsic)
and depending on the cultural, economic, social and political
context some ‘weight’ more than others. SE decisions could
be hence described as a function of the weighted values held
by all parties involved in the SE decision making process.
However, VBSE by focusing on the ‘customer - software’
relationships tends to primarily focus on first order effects
and less on long term impact. For example, the decision to
‘servitise’ system functionality, if purely based on short-term
monetary factors, may miss considerations of medium to
long term implications. By consciously introducing a ValuesFirst approach in SE design decisions, alternatives which
take environmental impact, privacy policies, and fairness of
employment may be explored.

2.4

VSD and Values-First SE

VSD offers many valuable insights into values theory and
its application to design [18, 20, 19]. Similarly to VSD, we
adopt participatory design principles to challenge biases in
technology development. We do so by systematically applying techniques that create knowledge neutrality processes
where “participants are equally inexpert” [15]. However, we
found three main challenges when trying to apply VSD to SE
values mapping exercises: firstly, VSD is a “methodological
framework” specifically devised to handle “the value dimension in design work”, whereas Values-First SE focuses on
a “values taxonomy” that can be consistently used to map
values across domains, disciplines and cultures. Secondly,
VSD values system is “grounded in theory” [19], whereas
Values-first SE builds on extensive empirical investigations
that ground human values to the universal requirements of
human existence [37]. Finally, VSD places particular emphasis on “values with ethics import” [20], whereas Values-First
SE aims to give equal representation to all human values at
play.

3.

APPROACH

Values-First SE consciously uses representations of the
human values system to guide SE decisions, to reflect on
the impact of SE interventions, and to plan the next course

Figure 2: Values-First process model.
of action. Values-First SE sits at the core of a Social SE
framework [14] that combines action research [26] with design thinking techniques [33], and agile development practice [31, 38]. This framework, which we refer as ‘Speedplay’
[14], is hence characterised by the following qualities: 1)
Values-First - it intentionally uses human values as reference
for SE decisions; 2) participatory - it works in partnership
with stakeholders and end-users at all stages: from design
to implementation and evaluation; 3) system-thinking - it
applies creative, design thinking techniques to visioning and
problem solving; 4) iterative - it uses an agile approach to
software development; 5) reflective - it operates within an
action research framework 6) technology mediated - it uses
rapid prototyping for quickly exploring risks and impacts of
possible software interventions on society.
Speedplay follows a traditional ‘plan, act and reflect’ action research process across four overlapping steps (prepare,
co-design, co-develop, and sustain) as shown in the left part
of Figure 2. In prior work we described the role of design
thinking, action research, and agile development in the codesign [33] and co-development [40, 38] steps, here, we focus
on the role of values research in the sustain step both across
and within projects. Figure 2 visualises this role by plotting
values system outputs in three groups: Values Portraits summary representations of the project partnership values;
Core System Qualities - high-level descriptions, or ‘checklists’, of the system requirements; Project Documentation
- i.e. a project brief and workplan. Section 4 further describes these three outputs by introducing actual examples
using ‘Snap’ as a case study.
Speedplay is, above all, a mindset which is best captured
by its ‘work-style principles’ introduced in early work [14]
and further explained in the next section. These principles
emerged over the years through innovation research projects
involving a variety of stakeholders including hard-to-reach
communities [41, 40]. As an example, we report on the two
main steps that led to the bottom-up adoption of such principles within and across Social SE projects.
Framing values within a project - Midway into an
innovation research partnership involving a homeless charity and their service users [41], developers, researchers, and
practitioners felt that the values of ‘competitiveness’, ‘novelty’, and ‘excellence’ associated with the concept of ‘technology innovation’ was out of tune with the partners’ needs.
They resolved that the project needed a new set of values
and that a common language had to be sought: through re-

Figure 3: Values system map adapted from [8].
search and collaboration with practitioners facing the same
challenges, Schwartz’s values system - as introduced and applied by Crompton et al. [10] and Chilton et. al [9] - was
identified as a suitable starting point. To put theory into
practice, the team printed an A1 size poster of a detailed
version of the values system map shown in Figure 3. This
map was then used during a project-review to draft its mission statement, which reads as follows: “The driving values of this project are quintessentially human: respect, trust,
empowerment and mutual understanding. These values are,
and must be, the drivers of our research and development
process.”
Sharing values across projects - The team work-style
principles were drafted a year later on completion of a digitalhealth project [40], and before the start of a community
energy renewables project [38]. Because of the fast pace,
problem complexity, and ever changing domains and team
composition, both the team and the partners required a reference framework to ensure continuity of action and best
practice sharing. The principles were drafted by the team,
and included in the project documentation. These principles are not normative, each team member interprets and
adapts the principles to their own working style, but they
are embedded in the day-to-day research practices. These
practices include sharing the same office space and research
tasks: for example, developers take part in ethnographic research themselves while others familiarize with the software
code and hardware functionality.

4.

SNAP CASE STUDY

Snap is a customizable hand-made digital stretch wristband that records anxiety interactions for later reflection.
Snap co-development is part of a broader participatory design and development effort that has spanned two years and
engaged well over 300 people including health professionals, the general public, those diagnosed with ASD, and their
support, the description of this part of the process has been
described in [40, 39]. This paper specifically focuses on the
three-month co-development process with adults diagnosed
with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) and their support
from which Snap emerged. During this phase we engaged in
three design workshops with 13 participants (7 people diagnosed with ASD and 6 support), followed by a three-week

Figure 4: Clasp to Snap process: Clasp user requirements capture, values mapping, and core system qualities extraction leading to next project plan.
summer study that involved 5 participants and their support
wearing a Snap device and reflecting on its value.
From Clasp to Snap - Snap builds on a prior research
project in anxiety management conducted in partnership
with adults diagnosed with ASD [40]. This work resulted
in the development of ‘Clasp’, a tactile anxiety management
and peer support network system, comprising a number of
customisable components. One of the main lessons learned
from Clasp’s development is that “everybody is unique” and
“has different needs”. For example, one of Clasp’s components, a stress-ball like tactile device, keeps a log of the
anxiety triggers every time is squeezed. However, the design
of such device does not suit all: some prefer it as a wearable
device, others as an interactive phone cover, whereas family
members worry about the risk of “technology dependence”.
These findings come from Clasp iterative user requirements
capture visualised in the top part of Figure 4.
Figure 4 maps the three-phase process that links Clasp
and Snap together: (1) the top part of the figure represents
Clasp iterative requirements capture process through rapid
prototyping; (2) the mid part represents the values-mapping
process of both the user requirements and the team principles, which resulted into two Values-Portraits; (3) the bottom part outlines the six Core System Qualities emerged
from a four-week team ‘reflection cycle’. The values portraits were the starting point of this reflection cycle. The
resulting system qualities informed the plan of our next intervention (Figure 5) from which Snap emerged.
Clasp Requirements - User requirements capture was
carried out for Clasp in partnership with a core user group
of 5 adults diagnosed with ASD and their support in three
iterations. The first iteration focused on individual feedback and used structured interviews, face to face feedback
sessions and on-line questionnaires; the second focused on
group feedback through Clasp co-development; the last focused on a four-week ‘in the wild’ system evaluation by the

core user group. Every iteration was matched by the release
of a new version of Clasp. The next three paragraphs give
practical examples of the three values-process outputs introduced in Figure 2, namely the Values Portraits, Core System
Qualities, and the Project Documentation - exemplified her
by Snap project outline plan.
Values Portraits - The resulting requirements were summarised and manually mapped to values [9] by two team
members into the Values Portraits, shown in Figure 4. Once
juxtaposed, research team and user values portraits appear
located in opposite quadrants of the values system: Selfenhancement and Conservation for the users; Self-transcendence and Openness to change for the research team. Research shows that Self-enhancement and Conservation are
associated to experience of anxiety and a sense of vulnerability [37], whereas the team values indicate an orientation towards Self-transcendence (e.g. equality, responsibility) and
Openness to change. Research shows that such values tend
to be associated with sustainable and humanitarian practices [28]. The uniqueness of needs around ASD anxiety
and the responsibilities associated with it, raised the fundamental research questions: how can the team ‘open-up’
a technology to suit both individual and collective needs?
How can we do it in transparent, sustainable way? How can
we move beyond commercial ‘gadgets’ and investigate the
long-term societal and ethical implications of personalised
health-technology?
Core System Qualities - to address these questions,
and reconcile two apparently opposite values sets into a coherent plan after an eighteen-month funding-gap, the development team went through a four-week ‘reflection cycle’
of scrum-like discussions, informal stakeholder meetings, industry show visits, and lo-fi prototyping. The aim was to
identify high-level Core System Qualities that would inform
an outline plan (Figure 5) to take to our partners at the
start of the new project.
These qualities are summarised as follows: Intentionality, the system must afford control to its users including intentional interactions, not only passive automated sensing;
Personalisation, the system needs to adapt to unique users’
needs; Data Transparency, the system affords end-user data
ownership, transparent data capture, storage, and curation;
Openness, the system must access and can be accessed by
other services; Modularity, system functionalities can be easily added or removed; Reusability, the system can be easily
re-purposed for other domains.
These six core system qualities combine both end-users
and developer team values. End-users desired Intentionality,
Personalisation and Data Transparency, that is agency and
control over their interactions with the system, its functionality, and the data captured; the team aspired to Openness,
Modularity and Reusability, that is freedom to open the system to anyone who wished to use it, in any combination of
functionality and domain.
Snap Outline Plan - the need to reconcile system qualities that stemmed from two very different values sets led
to a two-phase plan shown in Figure 5. The need for Personalisation, in particular, led to the decision of opting out
of incremental development of Clasp, which afforded Intentionality but offered limited scope for Personalisation. This
resulted in a project plan that aimed to first, de-construct
Clasp into its key components and then iteratively and participatively construct a new system.

Figure 5: Snap two-phase outline plan.

5.

PRACTICE

In the Snap project we are exploring how devices which
support intentional interaction can help people to understand and live with anxiety. We first investigated the possibility of re-purposing existing devices, but those identified
at the time were found unsuitable as they did not fit the
identified core system qualities.

5.1

Limits to re-purposing

There are many existing health and fitness wearable devices on the market and we first considered taking an approach which equipped our participants with a combination
of these devices. For this, we checked the identified core system qualities against existing devices to help with the choice.
Figure 6 summarises the findings. We wanted to go beyond
Clasp, which works with off-the-shelf devices, and test very
specific customized interactions. These interactions could
be captured using modified off-the-shelf wearable devices,
however we found such devices were ‘locked-in’ in terms of
firmware and supporting systems. The embedded software
is impossible to modify for our purpose.
For example, fitness trackers such as a Fitbit or Mi Band
have gesture recognition built in, using on-board accelerometers. However the actions that result from these gestures
are hard coded in the device - a twist of the wrist gesture
is coded to show battery life for example, wheres we would
perhaps want to record the time stamp of the gesture. In
addition to being locked into the developers functionality the data is only made available through the service of the
particular supplier. For example, to get data out of a Fitbit, the device has to be synchronized with the corporations
cloud service, and then a limited interpretation of this is
shared back with the user through the API. The user never
has access to the raw data captured by the device, merely
the corporation’s interpretation. Indeed, by transmitting the
data to the corporation, the user is giving permission for the
corporation to do as they please with the data (store, sell,
commoditize), thus not in line with the Data Transparency
system quality. Because of the Digital Millennium Copyright
Act (DMCA), the legalities of reverse-engineering software
in devices to re-purpose them is unclear; despite this a number of open-source projects exist for fitness trackers - to extract data directly without first sharing with the corporation
or to customize functionality. The desire in the health hacking community for an open-source, customizable health and
fitness tracking device has lead to crowd-funding campaigns
for a number of devices, such as the Angel Sensor, which
combines heart rate, activity tracking, and the promise of
open, customizable firmware. At the time of conducting this
study however the devices were not ready to ship. Finally,

Empatica E4 is a state of the art example of physiological
data automatic capture. It also includes an intentionality
element: an event button to be used to bookmark specific
events. Unfortunately its high cost, limited personalisation
and availability does not make it suitable for re-purpose.

Figure 6: System qualities and devices considered1 .

5.2

Snap device

It is a complex task to design wearable hardware that
is robust, comfortable and stylish enough for a participant
to wear all day over an extended period of time. Prior research has comprehensively investigated the aspect of automatic capture of physiological and environmental signals in
numerous health conditions and stress [35]. The desire for
users to intentionally control their interactions with the device offers an opportunity to explore intentive interactions
currently under explored in digital health. The Snap device
(Figure 7) specifically focuses on intentive interaction and
here we investigate its role in anxiety reflection.
Snap is designed to be customizable physically, electronically and in terms of software functionality. Open source
software and widely available ‘maker’ hardware was used
along with DIY techniques such as crochet and 3D printing to build in customizability and DIY manufacture. A
minimum-viable prototype of Snap was quickly made with
a battery, microcontroller and crochet wristband and taken
to one of the three workshops for feedback from participants.
This first (alpha) prototype has an LED light that increases
intensity according to the degree of stretch of the band and
communicates this data to a laptop that plots a real-time
line chart. The second prototype has a 3D-printed (3DP)
enclosure (or ‘pod’); its physical and electronic design has
been described in [38], here we outline elements of its software design.
Software Design - At the core of the pod is an £11 RFDuino microcontroller - the smallest microcontroller development board we could find at 23x29x18mm to contain Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) for communication and is compatible with the Arduino Development environment and code
libraries. The design of the software running on the microcontroller allowed us to embed the core system qualities in
the operation of the device. Since the RFDuino libraries
were developed for the popular Arduino IDE, the software
can easily be extended by users familiar with the environment. The code is open-source, people can assemble their
own devices and modify the code using the accessible, widely
used, well documented and free to use ‘maker’ platform. The
flexibility of the RFDuino device offers the potential to really customize the way the pod works - for example it could
1
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Figure 7: Snap Device. Conductive cord in crochet
wristband changes resistance when stretched.
communicate real-time high resolution stretch data live to a
mobile phone over BLE (as in the first prototype) and onto
cloud services or social networks. However, our users cited
trust and privacy concerns with this approach and indicated
they would prefer data to be stored only on the device unless
they explicitly authorize sharing.
For the study prototype, the data exists only on the device (here stored in the devices limited flash memory) until
a user authorizes sharing. The data would be ideally stored
encrypted on the device; however this was not implemented
in time for the study. In any microcontroller project with
communications there are compromises to be made between
frequency and size of communications and battery usage,
and resolution of data that can be stored and the size of
memory available. The design decisions made by our participants to have a minimum of communication, and little
interest in high resolution data in the long-term, coincided
with reduced power and memory demand. However we are
acutely aware that not everybody would make the same decision - some may prefer to have real-time or at least more
frequent communication with a Smartphone for higher resolution data storage and/or communication to the cloud or
social networks (in a similar manner to Clasp [40]).
The device can be configured to operate in either mode,
however the user would need to be aware of the impact
on battery life. The first Snap prototype varied the LED
brightness with the degree of stretch of the band. In conjunction with the live communication and display of the data
on a Smartphone screen, this made for a nice demonstration
of the wristband. However we found this function was of
limited value to users and in fact was difficult to interpret
in bright environmental light conditions. Having the LED
operate also increases power consumption, so the function
of the light was limited to a brief flash when the device
is recording data to memory. In the study prototype, the
wristband recorded to memory a timestamp when the device
is stretched beyond a threshold value, and then again when
the device is relaxed and not stretched for a timeout. This
allowed us to record the length and frequency of interactions.
Data Reflection Platform - While the participants
were using the wristband during a three-week evaluation
study, the researchers designed and built a prototype interface to visualize the data collected by the Snap bands.
The Snap Visualizer is produced when the data is downloaded from the Snap pod. The Visualizer plots the times of

the day over a period of a month when the Snap band has
recorded interactions. At the end of the study, when the
participant data was downloaded the design of this interface
was discussed with each participant, and ideas for future
features were discussed. There are a number of emerging
design directions that can be taken with this interface, such
as automatic pattern extraction and overlay with additional
data from other sources such as GPS log, calendar entries,
and physiological wearable.

6.
6.1

REFLECTIONS
Snap Usage Feedback

We reflect on feedback on Snap usage over a three-week
user study involving 5 participants - four diagnosed with
ASD and a non-ASD participant diagnosed with an anxiety condition. As part of the study participants attended
a group induction, chose their handmade Snap band ‘style’
(e.g. beaded, plain bamboo, or floral crochet as shown in
Figure 8), and took them home to use. Each participant
kept a visual diary of their Snap usage to ‘triage’ the data
automatically captured by the device. Feedback was provided through two individual feedback sessions with each
participant and concluded with a final group discussion. In
this section we report on emerging findings from the participants feedback.
Characterising Intentionality - Participants reported
a dozen ‘anxiety’ interactions with Snap: from ‘push’ “yeah,
well in anxiety I just push like that and then it calms things
down” to ‘rub’ “I was a bit stressed myself [...] so I was
rubbing the beads onto my skin it felt nice”. Overall, the
participants’ feedback about the device highlighted a variety of individual haptic interactions. This points at the
opportunities for an ‘intentive’ approach to wearable digital health, but it also comes with the challenges associated
with the characterization of different interaction modalities
“how do we decide the usage of a wristband...? every usage
is different, but that’s something to think about”.
In summary, the participants feedback highlights three
main challenges to Intentionality: 1) the personalization of
the interaction (e.g. a strong pull for me may be a weak pull
for another); 2) the ambiguity of the data captured (e.g. understanding when a person is just ‘playing’ with the device
or intentionally using it to cope with anxiety); 3) the risk
of false positives (e.g. pulling the band while putting on a
jumper). One of the participants explicitly suggested a click
button as both inherently satisfying “I would definitely sit
and click that all day” and as means to reduce data ambiguity and false positives: “if it was a clicker that picked up
every time you clicked it you have to do it on purpose, you
can’t do by accident”.
Transparent Data Choices - Snap usage data was automatically captured and then transferred onto the researchers’
laptop through BLE connection during the individual feedback sessions. Two participants were surprised at the wireless data transfer “Oh, I didn’t know that, I thought it had to
be connected”, and at the unexpected technology capability
of the device “yeah, I didn’t realise it had that much technology in it”. Furthermore, participants identified the positives
“it was a good surprise because that meant that I could access
it any time I wanted”, but also highlighted privacy concerns
“that would mean it is vulnerable [...], so you’d definitely
need to password protect it”, which are often dismissed be-

Figure 8: Participant wearing her chosen Snap.
cause “[...] we’re getting more and more accepting of it, but
you’d definitely want to encrypt it, [...] we have so much of
our privacy invaded”.
Participants also wanted to choose with whom to share
their data “I don’t mind any health care professional looking at my data if its for research [...]. But I’ll choose myself whether I want my family to see it”, and for what “if
you’ve got an app on your phone where you track your diet,
so it would be the same sort of data and then you could
go to your doctor and see how you’ve done that month; we
could actually see how you improve”. Participants preferred
a scheduled viewing of their data, every month, week or at
the end of the day, rather than real-time feedback “as looking
at data telling you that you are anxious, when you actually
are, would not be helpful”. In particular, there was a desire
of mapping progress rather than anxiety incidents, for example by highlighting lack of interactions as a sign of progress
in anxiety reduction.
Personalization Aspects - The device physical design
is very important because its form-factor influences Snap usage. In other words, the shape of the ‘pod’, or the material of
the wearable substrate may lend to different modes of interaction and signal capture. This has software development
implications related to the characterization of interactions
as described above. In addition, the device feedback (e.g.
sound, light) needs further consideration; one of the participants did not think of using Snap in an anxiety incident “
because there wasn’t enough interaction. The flashing light
is nice, but not enough”. Other feedback feels more rewarding, for example a sound “I just like sit and flick it like this
[flicks phone cover]. The sound is satisfying”. Finally, the
participants were also keen on data presentation customization “...you could customize it yourself, like if you’ve got
your own [colour] system”, they were also interested in identifying patterns of usage “the pattern between the time of the
day that you used it the most”, and wanted to chose what
to display and what not “How many times I used it, but not
necessarily for how long I used it”.
Next Steps - Snap has been designed to be customizable physically, electronically and in terms of software functionality. Its design was guided by the systematic reflection on the values at play during the project initiation, codevelopment and user feedback. Its implementation was inspired by Phoneblok’s modularity and repairability, Fairphone’s approach to fairness and community participation,

Figure 9: Snap system qualities and next steps.
and Little Devices DIY approach2 . We consider such approaches as promising alternatives to mainstream ‘one fits
all’ digital health devices (e.g. Fitbit), which could not
match with the identified Core System Qualities. Snap is
our first attempt at implementing such qualities, Figure 9
maps them to Snap next development steps.

6.2

Transferability

In this section we outline elements of transferability in
terms of: (1) methodological process - what would be needed
to make Values-First SE replicable for others; (2) the broader
implications of Values-First SE for the SE community.
Transferring Values-First SE - Our experience of the
Values-First SE emergence is a bottom-up one, however,
to be transferable Values-First SE must be a management
choice. Senior management must be genuinely interested in
giving equal representation to all values in the system, be familiar with the principles of evidence-based values research
and their application, and translating such principles in actionable mission statements and working style principles.
Language - Mission statements and principles need to be
deeply framed [29] in every day work communication and
language. For example, our approach values ‘Equality’ hence
we tend not to speak of ‘users’ and ‘testing’, but of ‘peers’,
‘partners’, and ‘studies’ (i.e. the Summer Study), making it
clear that team and partners are equal parties by sharing a
common language.
Practice - Values-First SE language needs to be translated
in every day working practice. For example, in our team
software developers engage in ethnographic research while
less technical staff familiarises with the code and the electronic components of the device. Likewise sharing non-work
related activities can give values-conscious team leaders a
deeper understanding of the values held by both the team
and the partners. Away-days, time for purposeful reflection
as described in Section 4, and motivational focal points as
described in [14] are examples of this practice.
Tools - Values-First SE practice needs tools. It is not
by chance [29] that intrinsic values, such as Benevolence,
are more difficult to measure and communicate than extrinsic ones, such as Achievement. However, they can be
equally captured through a variety of facilitation tools and
2
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techniques, including widely available values questionnaires,
cards, and values maps [8]. These tools can be used during stakeholders’ requirements elicitation, rapid prototyping or internal communications. For example, a large print
of the values-system map as shown in Figure 3 was used
during an away-day to discuss the values-orientation of the
team vs. senior management views and expectations. This
helped to resolve tensions (i.e. management was re-assured
timely output delivery whilst the team maintained freedom
of self-direction). Familiar visualisations tools such as pie
charts, network graphs can also be used to map values. Finally, values-mapping can be done both through manual [9]
and automatic [5] thematic extraction. Natural Language
Processing tools, for example, could be used to support the
values-mapping process at a much larger scale.
Context - Is this approach generalizable? Is there a business case for Values-First SE? Firstly, the use of universal
values in SE helps to raise the level of abstraction of software development: systematically capturing a project values
structure, that is its broad human goals, helps to unearth
conflicts before they translate into software specifications.
We argue that this process of abstraction can be transferred
to other domains including, for example, the design of complex sociotechnical systems such as smart grids [17]. Secondly, Speedplay mechanisms [14] and facilitation tools [15,
16] emerged from Social SE context and have already been
applied to very different domains [38, 40, 41]. These mechanisms could be transferred to projects that share similarities
with Social SE including partnership volatility, social impact, and uncertainty of outcomes. Finally, with regard to
Values-first SE economic sustainability, let’s reflect on three
points: first, economic goals are also human values and as
such must be represented in a project values-system. Second, “moral values can also support economic goals”, examples include the ‘marketability’ of features such as privacy
and security [18]. Last, there is a growing case for valuesled products: fair-trade products, ethical banking, and green
broadbands. It would be worth exploring the opportunities
for “Values-led SE” certifications.
Broader Implications for SE - Here we reflect on three
key lessons learned from our practice that have broader implications for the SE community.
Openness and Lock-ins - Rapid prototyping is often used
during the first steps of the software life cycle; resource constraints [4] make it often easier to re-purpose off-the-shelf
software and tools. By doing so, we are likely to incur a
‘lock-in’ effect as we get tied in third-party software ‘valuechains’. A Values-First approach is particularly useful for
reflecting on the long-chain of implications derived by repurposing corporate solutions [11] and actively look for alternatives. Successful open-source initiatives such as JQuery
and RubyonRails emerged through open collaborative practices on GitHub and show that is possible to open up code
and make it available for re-use on a large scale, for any kind
of purpose. These success stories address specific needs of
the software development community, their reach could be
further expanded to include projects where the code emerges
from direct and sustained collaboration from software developers and communities including the hard-to-reach. Finally,
as for certain behaviour, certain system qualities seem to be
associated to specific values. For example, from our initial
practice, we noted that Openness and Reusability, tend to
be associated to self-transcending or intrinsic values whereas

Security and Safety to self-enhancing ones - could core system qualities be used as clues for values and vice versa?
Personal Data and SE Responsibilities - Currently, the
vast majority of data is proprietary, held by large corporations who solicit data in return for a service. Efforts towards
a more ‘open data’ culture exist, but a ‘data divide’ is emerging in which large companies and governments leverage on
data from citizens, businesses and organizations with limited
skills, opportunity and ‘know how’ to put this data to use.
This is creating unsustainable power-relations within society
with catastrophic effects on the environment and quality of
life of people on this planet. These challenges are unlikely
to be addressed through theory and unifying frameworks
but through a concerted, capillary effort of values-conscious
practices. Emergent research in Human Data Interaction
(HDI) [25] and community based cloud computing [30] are
promising examples of such practices. Values-First SE aims
to build more transparent and values-sensitive software to
help deal with complex societal issues, as well as with the
complexity of data itself, in particular personal data and its
interplay with basic human values and freedoms.
Diversity in Partnerships - It is important to bring into
the development process a rich representation of the societal
mix, to include the hard-to-reach, vulnerable communities
but also policy influencers. Our quest for alternative values
for innovation stemmed precisely from working with these
communities: their values challenged the ones of our research framework. Without practice, these challenges would
not have been tackled ‘head-on’. These values-frictions are
deep and often left unresolved, leaving developers to deal
with unsatisfactory compromises. It is important to stress
that software development approaches are themselves laden
with values [31]: choosing agile methods over a plan-driven
one may not solely depend on the task at hand but on the
values deeply held by the development company or team.
There is a massive role that research and education can play
in unpacking these challenges through practice-based learning of the long-term impact of software on society [12].

7.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduces elements of Values-First SE and exemplify their use through practice in the digital-health domain. We use Schwartz’s values system as our primary reference framework, however we invite the SE community to
explore other well researched values systems, apply them to
practice and compare results. One of the biggest challenges
for Values-First SE is perhaps the cultural unease about
accepting human values as drivers for our decisions and,
most importantly, giving equal consideration to both intrinsic and extrinsic values during decision making processes.
There are however clear indications that the SE community
is growing more acutely aware of the role of human values in
software practices. For example, Grady Booch, during his
keynote address at ICSE20153 , answered a question about
values pointing at the spiritual roots of software: the binary code system, ‘invented’ by the 17th century German
polymath and philosopher Leibniz, was inspired by Chinese
mathematical thinking and used to affirm the universality
of his Christian beliefs: the binary system was conceived as
the representation of the duality between Creation (1) and
Nothing (0). This is no trivial matter, but when brought up,
3
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it is often dismissed as a philosophical musings thus missing
the interplay between values and human choices, and their
long term impact on society and life on the planet.
We argue that we need to speak more openly and less selfconsciously about human values, and use tools, languages
and techniques that prevent their dismissal.Software can
help with a broader adoption of values-conscious approaches,
for example, by helping with the identification and retrieval
of code that is built on sustainable values premises, perhaps
by identifying core system qualities as clues for values and
vice versa. SE can help with the re-use and re-purpose of
values sensitive software, embed values practices from other
disciplines, and engage with different parts of society to best
address current needs instead of creating new ones.

8.
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